About Viz Glass, 2017
We are drawn to environments that please our senses. We believe we
can design landscapes that electrify the ordinary and invite beauty into
the everyday.
We are driven to tell stories through the beauty of glass, copper, brass,
nickel and other carefully chosen materials. A foyer or a ceiling, perhaps
a wall or a corner, or maybe a table top or backyard - these are the
canvasses we use to share who we are with others.
By playing with light, color and texture – and inviting our customers to play
too – we help create interior designs that bridge the gap between
function and art.
Our 2017 collection of chandeliers, sculptures, wall art, lighting fixtures and vessels help you tell a
story from a foundation in art.
Inspiration precipitates a statement. We invite you to make statements.

Our Story
We began with glass sculptures more than 20 years ago. You could say that our soul is made of glass.
We soon realized, however, that we could bring art and décor to the functional requirements of any
room. So we began to fuse glass with metal.
Our palette of possibilities allow you to choose color, shape, size, and texture to shape your own
works of art.
You do not need museum money to create a museum moment. We want to inspire you to make
impossibly-beautiful art pieces that are entirely possible.

Your Story
You believe that art and function should coexist. And you
believe that emotions are created upon entering a room.
You see design potential in every corner, and you don’t get
along well with bland. You want to make a statement where
statements are possible.
You’ve been channeling your inner-artist since you were a
child, and you have strong opinions about interior design.
We agree. So get involved with your space. Life is too short
for grey.

The Inspiration of Glass
We are drawn to environments that please our senses. We believe we
can design landscapes that electrify the ordinary and invite beauty into
the everyday.
As such, we are driven to tell stories through the beauty of glass. A foyer
or a ceiling, perhaps a wall or a corner, or maybe a table top or
backyard - these are the canvasses we use to share who we are.
By playing with light, color and texture we create statements in our
spaces through the inspiration of glass.
It’s surprisingly simple to make a beautiful change.

Who We Are
We like to say that our soul is made of glass. For 20 years our artists have used glass to design
impossibly-beautiful art pieces that are entirely within your reach.
Our collection of chandeliers, sculptures, wall art, lighting fixtures and vessels - and the palettes we
provide – allow you to design an environment that defines your spirit and tells your story.
We want to connect you to the possibilities of glass, so that you experience the passion that has
inspired people for centuries.

Who You Are
You believe that art and function should coexist. And you
believe that emotions are created upon entering a room.
You see design potential in every corner, and you don’t get
along well with bland. You want to make a statement where
statements are possible.
You’ve been channeling your inner-artist since you were a
child, and you have strong opinions about design.
We agree. So get involved with your landscapes. Life is too
short for grey.

